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Status of Supersymmetry



GMSB LIMITS
with Y. Kats, P. Meade, D. Shih, 1110.6444

bino NLSP B̃ → γG̃ higgsino NLSP h̃ → ZG̃
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Figure 3: Current best limits on the simplified parameter space for bino NLSP described in Table 3,
together with the Tevatron limit estimated in [29]. Left: squark masses are decoupled. Right: NLSP
mass is fixed at 375 GeV.

Shown also is the limit from the CMS search for single photon + ≥ 3 jets + MET. This is

nearly as good as the diphoton searches, showing the power of having even a single high pT
photon in cutting down on SM background. The standard jets+MET searches are less sensitive

and are not shown here. This is partly due to the fact that these searches effectively veto on

photons (this happens in the event cleaning procedure, which in order to safeguard against

detector level noise contributions disqualifies events that contain jets with high electromagnetic

component) [56, 57].

We have also simulated electroweak production of winos that decay to a bino NLSP, as

described in Table 4. The results are presented in Figure 4. We find that the ATLAS and

CMS searches for γγ(+jet)+MET both set strong limits on the wino mass, with the latter

giving a slightly better constraint. This is the only case we have simulated in which an

electroweak production process is currently constrained by the LHC. In fact, here is one of

the first instances of the LHC outdoing the Tevatron in constraining electroweak production.

The latest D∅ search [55] sets a limit of 330 GeV on the wino mass along a “Minimal Gauge

Mediation” model line in which ∼ 70% of the cross section was from wino production (and

the rest from sleptons). Decoupling the sleptons (as we have here) only further weakens the

D∅ limit on the wino mass.
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Figure 6: Current best limits on the simplified parameter space for Z-rich higgsino NLSP described
in Table 6, together with the Tevatron limit estimated in [29]. Left: squark masses are decoupled.
Right: NLSP mass is fixed at 375 GeV.

a new improvement for the Z+jets+MET search which should allow the sensitivity to direct

higgsino production to be greatly improved.

2.4 h-rich Higgsino NLSP

particle mass relevant decays

g̃ Mgluino g̃ → jχ0
1,2 or ttχ0

1,2 or tbχ−
1 or btχ+

1

q̃ Msquark q̃ → jχ0
1,2 or jχ

±
1

χ0
2 Mhiggsino +∆m χ0

2 → Z∗χ0
1 orW

±∗χ∓
1

χ±
1 Mhiggsino +∆m� χ±

1 → W±∗χ0
1

χ0
1 Mhiggsino χ0

1 → h G̃

Table 7: Simplified parameter space for h-rich higgsino NLSPs.

For the h-rich higgsino case, we will assume the higgs mass to be mh = 120 GeV, so

the dominant decay mode is h → bb. In this case, jets + MET searches, especially those that

require multiple b jets, can be useful. Our simplified parameter space for h-rich higgsino NLSP

is shown in Table 7. Again, tan β = 2 as in [29].
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MORE LIMITS
Gluino through off-shell stops & sbottoms
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MY VIEWPOINT

Flavor remains the most important constraint on 
standard R-parity preserving SUSY

Cosmological problems (moduli/gravitino/axino) 
can also be severe (but more UV-dependent)

In light of those, whether the gluino is at 700 GeV or 
1 TeV doesn’t seem like a big deal

Still, it’s interesting to think about scenarios that 
allow much weaker direct constraints



SUPPRESSING MET

Several known scenarios allow for smaller-than-usual 
missing ET. They are:

R-parity Violation

Long decay chains / hidden valleys

Squeezed spectrum

However, there is a previously unexplored option: 
R-parity preserving SUSY with naturally low 
missing ET, a.k.a. “stealth supersymmetry.”



The Stealth Mechanism
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BASIC MECHANISM

SUSY

MSSM Stealth

flavor blind
mediation

ε

weak 
MSSM/stealth coupling

The “stealth” sector 
should remain nearly 
supersymmetric

μ-term: MSUSY ~ MEWK,
              MSUSY ~ ε MEWK



WHAT IS “STEALTH SUSY”?

A nearly-supersymmetric 
hidden sector (small δm)

Preserves R-parity: 
lightest visible sector R-
odd particle (“LVSP”) is 
forced to decay to a stealth 
particle

R-even stealth particles 
decay back to SM states

Stealth Supersymmetry

JiJi Fan and Joshua T. Ruderman
Department of Physics, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ, 08540

Matthew Reece
Princeton Center for Theoretical Science, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ, 08540

(Dated: May 17, 2011)

We present a broad class of supersymmetric models that preserve R-parity but lack missing
energy signatures. The key assumptions are a low fundamental SUSY breaking scale and new light
particles with weak-scale supersymmetric masses that feel SUSY breaking only through couplings to
the MSSM. Such particles are nearly-supersymmetric NLSPs, leading to missing ET only from soft
gravitinos. We emphasize that this scenario is natural, lacks artificial tunings to produce a squeezed
spectrum, and is consistent with gauge coupling unification. The resulting collider signals will be
jet-rich events containing false resonances that could resemble signatures of R-parity violation or
of other scenarios like technicolor. We discuss several concrete examples of the general idea, and
emphasize γjj resonances and very large numbers of b-jets as two possible discovery modes.

Introduction. The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has
embarked on a broad campaign to discover weak scale
supersymmetry (SUSY). Many SUSY (see [1] for a re-
view) searches are now underway, hoping to discover en-
ergetic jets, leptons, and/or photons produced by the de-
cays of superpartners. A common feature of most SUSY
searches [2–5] is that they demand a large amount of
missing transverse energy as a strategy to reduce Stan-
dard Model (SM) backgrounds. This approach is moti-
vated by R-parity, which, if preserved, implies that the
lightest superpartner (LSP) is stable and contributes to
missing energy. In this paper, we introduce a new class of
SUSY models that preserve R-parity, yet lack missing en-
ergy signatures. These models of Stealth Supersymmetry
will be missed by standard SUSY searches.

Even when R-parity is preserved, the lightest SM (‘vis-
ible’ sector) superpartner (LVSP) can decay, as long as
there is a lighter state that is charged under R-parity.
This occurs, for example, when SUSY is broken at a low
scale (as in gauge mediated breaking, reviewed by [6]),
and the LVSP can decay to a gravitino, which is stable
and contributes to missing energy. Here, we consider the
additional possibility that there exists a new hidden sec-
tor of particles at the weak scale, but lighter than the
LVSP. If SUSY is broken at a low scale, it is natural for
the hidden sector to have a spectrum that is approxi-
mately supersymmetric, with a small amount of SUSY
breaking first introduced by interactions with SM fields.

The generic situation described above is all that is re-
quired to suppress missing energy in SUSY cascades. The
LVSP can decay into a hidden sector field, X̃, which we
take to be fermionic, and heavier than its scalar super-
partner, X. Then, X̃ decays to a stable gravitino and its
superpartner, X̃ → G̃X, and X, which is even under R-
parity, can decay back to SM states like jets, X → jj. Be-
cause the spectrum in the hidden sector is approximately
supersymmetric, the mass splitting is small within the X
supermultiplet, mX̃ −mX � mX̃ . Therefore, there is no

phase space for the gravitino to carry momentum: the
resulting gravitino is soft and missing energy is greatly
reduced. We illustrate the spectrum, and decay path,
in figure 1. We emphasize that this scenario requires no
special tuning of masses: the approximate degeneracy
between X and X̃ is enforced by a symmetry: supersym-
metry!
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FIG. 1. An example spectrum and decay chain for Stealth
SUSY with gluino LVSP.

A hidden sector may therefore eliminate missing en-
ergy, making the SUSY searches ineffective at the LHC.
Moreover, the LEP and Tevatron limits on supersym-
metry mostly rely on missing energy, and do not apply
to these models. This raises the interesting possibility
of hidden SUSY: superpartners may be light enough to
have been produced copiously at LEP and the Tevatron,
yet missed, because their decays do not produce miss-
ing energy. Our proposal is morally similar, but more far
reaching, than the idea that the higgs boson may be light,
but hidden from LEP by exotic decay modes (see the ref-
erences within [7], and more recently [8, 9]). It also has a
great deal in common with SUSY models containing Hid-
den Valleys [10], though in previous discussions �ET has
been suppressed by longer decay chains, rather than su-
persymmetric degenerate states. Fortunately, there are a
number of experimental handles that can be used to dis-
cover stealth supersymmetry. Possible discovery modes

FIG. 1. An example spectrum and decay chain for Stealth SUSY with gluino LVSP.

cascade, if its mass fits in the small available phase space: we can generalize to X̃ → ÑX for

a variety of light neutral fermions Ñ . Because gravitino couplings are 1/F -suppressed, such

decays are often preferred if available. Then, we need not assume low-scale SUSY breaking;

gravity mediation can also give rise to this scenario, if a suppressed SUSY-breaking splitting

between X̃ and X is natural. This calls for sequestering, an idea that already plays a key

role in such scenarios as anomaly mediation [4].

A hidden sector may therefore eliminate missing energy, making the SUSY searches inef-

fective at the LHC. Moreover, the LEP and Tevatron limits on supersymmetry mostly rely

on missing energy, and do not apply to these models. This raises the interesting possibility

of hidden SUSY: superpartners may be light enough to have been produced copiously at

LEP and the Tevatron, yet missed, because their decays do not produce missing energy.

Our proposal is morally similar, but more far reaching, than the idea that the higgs boson

may be light, but hidden from LEP by exotic decay modes (see the references within [5],

and more recently [6]). It also has a great deal in common with SUSY models containing

Hidden Valleys [7], though in previous discussions �ET has been suppressed by longer decay

chains, rather than supersymmetric degenerate states. Fortunately, there are a number of

experimental handles that can be used to discover stealth supersymmetry. Possible discovery

modes that we emphasize in this paper include highly displaced vertices, triple resonances

such as γjj, and the presence of a very large number of b-jets.
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THE STEALTH MECHANISM

If the LVSP is forced to decay into a stealth particle, 
and the stealth particle is forced to decay to its 
superpartner, which decays to visible SM states, the 
small mass splitting ensures that only a soft R-odd 
particle escapes.

The simplest option is the gravitino.

Its missing ET is suppressed: 
                     MET ≈ (δmstealth/mstealth)mSUSY



MET SUPPRESSION

In the     rest frame, we have:

Boosting to the lab frame:

Main lesson:

g̃ S̃ G̃

g S

g

g

q̃ B̃ S̃ G̃

q γ S

g

g

q̃ B̃ S̃ G̃

q γ S

g

g

1

S̃

Emissing =
m2

S̃
−m2

S

2mS̃

≈ δm

Emissing = γδm ∼ mMSSM

mS̃

δm

δm → 0 ⇒ Emissing → 0



PORTALS
Many SM operators could mediate the decay to the 
stealth sector. For instance, 

SHuHd (final states with b-jets), 
SYY’ (vectorlike matter),
Z’ models, ...

An interesting option is for S to carry a charge. If it 
carries lepton number, decays involve neutrinos and 
are less stealthy. But: could carry baryon number,

Sudd            (note: S scalar is R-odd)



An Example



VECTORLIKE PORTAL

Introduce fields 

Superpotential:

Assume: mS ~ 100 GeV (below the superpartner 
spectrum), mY ~ 1 TeV or somewhat higher

Y should not couple directly to SUSY breaking (not a 
messenger in GMSB)

Y (5 of SU(5)), Ȳ (5̄ of SU(5))

W = λSY Ȳ +mSS
2 +mY Y Ȳ



DECAYS TO AND FROM S

The S fermion is R-parity odd, and the LVSP can 
decay to it.

Decay goes through a loop of Y’s.

B̃ ũ∗i

ui dj
dk

S (1.2)

×

×

×
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(1.5)
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B̃

Y
×
Ȳ S̃

(1.6)

2. Challenges for Stealth Model Building

2.1 Portals and Decays

Before presenting concrete models, we will survey requirements that are necessary for any

successful model of stealth supersymmetry [1]. The key requirement is a set of particles that

are nearly degenerate with their superpartners (with supersymmetric masses much larger

than SUSY-breaking splittings). We will refer to the complete set of such fields that feel only

small SUSY-breaking as the “stealth sector.” It may be as simple as a single chiral superfield,

as in examples discussed in Ref. [1], or it could be a rich sector with one or more gauge groups

and many matter fields. In any case, there must be a portal through which the lightest (R-

odd) MSSM superpartner (lighest visible superpartner or LVSP) can decay to a particle in

the stealth sector. After this, a decay chain within the stealth sector can occur, but it must

end with a massive R-odd stealth particle decaying to a nearly degenerate R-even state plus

a light R-odd state. In the simplest realization, this final R-odd state is the gravitino, but

we will be interested in more general models. Finally, R-even stealth states produced in the

decay chain must in turn be able to decay back to Standard Model fields. The outcome should

be that missing energy is carried away only by the light R-odd particle terminating the decay

chain, which has momentum suppressed by the small phase space available in the decay that

produced it. (General decay chains in a complex enough stealth sector could involve multiple

such lightest R-odd particles escaping the chain; as long as the splittings are sufficiently small

and the typical multiplicity is low, supersymmetry can still be hidden at colliders.)

Let us refer to the massive stealth superfield as S, and the light one terminating the

decay chain as N , with the corresponding fermions denoted S̃, Ñ . In order to suppress

missing energy, we need the decay S̃ → SÑ to dominate over any possible decay S̃ → NÑ ,

which is a decay of a heavy field to two light states and hence typically produces large �ET. In

the simplest scenario, Ñ is the gravitino G̃, and the decay S̃ → SG̃ is always present because

the gravitino couples to supercurrents. (Do we need words about why we don’t get

singlino to gravitino + graviton? gravity is very weakly coupled, of course...) In

more general models, the decay S → NÑ can be very difficult to suppress. The simplest way

is to charge S under a symmetry. Because we want the scalar S to be able to decay back to

visible Standard Model states, so that it doesn’t carry away missing energy at colliders, we

have two options:

• Option 1: The symmetry under which S is charged is broken by small couplings to

MSSM fields. The portal between the MSSM and stealth sectors can be, for example,
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SY Ȳ

m = 100 GeV ms̃ = 100 GeV
λ = 0.2 ms,a = 91 GeV

mY = 1000 GeV Γs,a = 2× 10−7 GeV
m̃D = 300 GeV m̃L = 200 GeV Brs,a→γγ = 4× 10−3

Mmess = 100 TeV

Table 2: A benchmark point for the SY Ȳ model.

Note that because S is a singlet under all symmetries, there is also a logarithmically
divergent SUSY-breaking tadpole,

Vsoft ⊃ − λmY

(4π)2
�
6m̃2

D + 4m̃2
L

�
log

M2
mess

m2
Y

s, (2.4)

so that S acquires a nonzero VEV of order

�S� ∼ mY

λ

m2
s

m2
. (2.5)

(Because m2
s is of order λ2, this goes to zero as λ → 0, as expected.) This shifts the

supersymmetric mass of Y, Ȳ and also gives an additional splitting of the scalar modes
of Y, Ȳ that does not change the supertrace. It does not produce an additional splitting
in S itself. A trilinear soft term, ass3, is generated at loop level, but it is finite and
small. However, we have assumed the absence of a κS3 term in the superpotential. This
is technically natural, but not very well-motivated; a large enough κ, in conjunction
with the tadpole, would lead to large splittings within the S multiplet and spoil the
stealth mechanism. The lesson is that either λ or κ must be rather small, <∼ 10−2.

Integrating out Y and Ȳ at one loop yields operators such as λaσµνGaµν s̃ and
sGa

µνG
aµν . These interactions induce decays of the gluino to singlino plus gluon and of

the scalar s to gluons, as in Fig. 1. Similar operators between S and other SM vector
multiplets exist, which allow decays of neutralinos (charginos) to singlino plus γ/Z (W )
and of s to two γ’s. A benchmark point is shown in Table 2.

Finally we comment that the supersymmetric mass of S could arise dynamically
through retrofitting, which can also be related to the SUSY-breaking scale [12]. Global
symmetries can be arranged to forbid large SUSY breaking for S that would spoil our
picture.

Further Possibilities. Similar spectra and phenomenology could be achieved in
many other models. One next-to-minimal possibility is to add to the MSSM a vector
superfield V , which is associated with a U(1)� spontaneously broken at the weak scale.
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GAUGE MEDIATION

First, assume a light gravitino and GMSB.

The fields          feel SUSY breaking through gauge 
mediation: get same (positive) soft mass2 as D, L.

Then the Yukawa coupling to S generates a negative 
S soft mass2, leading to an S scalar lighter than the 
fermion:

Also a tadpole

Y, Ȳ

W = λSY Ȳ + mSS2 + m2
Y Y Ȳ

m2
s ∼ −

|λ|2

(4π)2
�
6m̃2

D + 4m̃2
L

�
log

M2
mess

m2
Y

!""

# #$"

%&&'()*+",-./"(01"
(2"345"6-&).)75"

m̃2
s ≈ − |λ|2

(4π)2
�
6m̃2

D + 4m̃2
L

�
log

M2
mess

m2
Y



TADPOLE ISSUES
S is a singlet under all symmetries (mY breaks any 
charge it could have), so gets a tadpole:

This induces a VEV proportional to the soft mass2:

Shifts the Y masses, but as long as trilinear           is 
small (                 ), the stealth mechanism is safe.

Small λ is also an option.

SY Ȳ

m = 100 GeV ms̃ = 100 GeV
λ = 0.2 ms,a = 91 GeV

mY = 1000 GeV Γs,a = 2× 10−7 GeV
m̃D = 300 GeV m̃L = 200 GeV Brs,a→γγ = 4× 10−3

Mmess = 100 TeV

Table 2: A benchmark point for the SY Ȳ model.

Note that because S is a singlet under all symmetries, there is also a logarithmically
divergent SUSY-breaking tadpole,

Vsoft ⊃ − λmY
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�S� ∼ mY

λ

m2
s

m2
. (2.5)

(Because m2
s is of order λ2, this goes to zero as λ → 0, as expected.) This shifts the

supersymmetric mass of Y, Ȳ and also gives an additional splitting of the scalar modes
of Y, Ȳ that does not change the supertrace. It does not produce an additional splitting
in S itself. A trilinear soft term, ass3, is generated at loop level, but it is finite and
small. However, we have assumed the absence of a κS3 term in the superpotential. This
is technically natural, but not very well-motivated; a large enough κ, in conjunction
with the tadpole, would lead to large splittings within the S multiplet and spoil the
stealth mechanism. The lesson is that either λ or κ must be rather small, <∼ 10−2.

Integrating out Y and Ȳ at one loop yields operators such as λaσµνGaµν s̃ and
sGa

µνG
aµν . These interactions induce decays of the gluino to singlino plus gluon and of

the scalar s to gluons, as in Fig. 1. Similar operators between S and other SM vector
multiplets exist, which allow decays of neutralinos (charginos) to singlino plus γ/Z (W )
and of s to two γ’s. A benchmark point is shown in Table 2.

Finally we comment that the supersymmetric mass of S could arise dynamically
through retrofitting, which can also be related to the SUSY-breaking scale [12]. Global
symmetries can be arranged to forbid large SUSY breaking for S that would spoil our
picture.

Further Possibilities. Similar spectra and phenomenology could be achieved in
many other models. One next-to-minimal possibility is to add to the MSSM a vector
superfield V , which is associated with a U(1)� spontaneously broken at the weak scale.
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SAMPLE SPECTRUM

SY Ȳ

m = 100 GeV ms̃ = 100 GeV
λ = 0.2 ms,a = 91 GeV

mY = 1000 GeV Γs,a = 2× 10−7 GeV
m̃D = 300 GeV m̃L = 200 GeV Brs,a→γγ = 4× 10−3

Mmess = 100 TeV

Table 2: A benchmark point for the SY Ȳ model.

Note that because S is a singlet under all symmetries, there is also a logarithmically
divergent SUSY-breaking tadpole,

Vsoft ⊃ − λmY

(4π)2
�
6m̃2

D + 4m̃2
L

�
log

M2
mess

m2
Y

s, (2.4)

so that S acquires a nonzero VEV of order

�S� ∼ mY

λ

m2
s

m2
. (2.5)

(Because m2
s is of order λ2, this goes to zero as λ → 0, as expected.) This shifts the

supersymmetric mass of Y, Ȳ and also gives an additional splitting of the scalar modes
of Y, Ȳ that does not change the supertrace. It does not produce an additional splitting
in S itself. A trilinear soft term, ass3, is generated at loop level, but it is finite and
small. However, we have assumed the absence of a κS3 term in the superpotential. This
is technically natural, but not very well-motivated; a large enough κ, in conjunction
with the tadpole, would lead to large splittings within the S multiplet and spoil the
stealth mechanism. The lesson is that either λ or κ must be rather small, <∼ 10−2.

Integrating out Y and Ȳ at one loop yields operators such as λaσµνGaµν s̃ and
sGa

µνG
aµν . These interactions induce decays of the gluino to singlino plus gluon and of

the scalar s to gluons, as in Fig. 1. Similar operators between S and other SM vector
multiplets exist, which allow decays of neutralinos (charginos) to singlino plus γ/Z (W )
and of s to two γ’s. A benchmark point is shown in Table 2.

Finally we comment that the supersymmetric mass of S could arise dynamically
through retrofitting, which can also be related to the SUSY-breaking scale [12]. Global
symmetries can be arranged to forbid large SUSY breaking for S that would spoil our
picture.

Further Possibilities. Similar spectra and phenomenology could be achieved in
many other models. One next-to-minimal possibility is to add to the MSSM a vector
superfield V , which is associated with a U(1)� spontaneously broken at the weak scale.

– 5 –

Obtain a “stealthy” splitting (10 GeV) with a 
reasonable coupling (0.2).

S decays overwhelmingly to gluons.
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DECAYS TO GRAVITINO
Lifetimes of decays to gravitinos are always 
somewhat long. Displaced vertex signatures.

The phase-space dependence is because the goldstino 
couples to SUSY breaking (hence splittings): on-shell,

Creates a risk that 3-body beats 2-body

Further Possibilities

Similar spectra and phenomenology could be achieved in many other models. One next-

to-minimal possibility is to add to the MSSM a vector superfield V , which is associated with

a U(1)� spontaneously broken at the weak scale. SM fields transforming under the U(1)�

would transmit the SUSY breaking to V . Like the SY Ȳ model, the mass splitting is of

order O(msoft/(4π)2) ∼ O (10 GeV). A similar generalization could involve supersymmetric

vectorlike confinement [12]. Even the MSSM may include a form of stealth SUSY, if there

is an approximate degeneracy between the right-handed stop and top masses. The stop can

decay to a top plus a soft gravitino or light bino, which may obscure light SUSY in top

backgrounds. This scenario is natural when m2
ū3

� m2
t and the stop mixing is small.

As mentioned in the Introduction, we can relax the gravitino LSP assumption. An SM

singlet chiral superfield N kept light by a symmetry, with S2N in the superpotential, allows

s̃ → sÑ . Such generalizations allow for prompt decays even when the SUSY breaking scale

is not small. Extending to gravity mediation requires sequestering of F/MP l corrections to

m2
s, which is a model-building complication we leave for future work.

2 BODY VS 3 BODY

The decay width of X̃ → XG̃ (at δm � m and neglecting mixings) is given by [13]:

ΓX̃ =
m5

X̃

16πF 2

�

1− m2
X

m2
X̃

�4

≈ mX̃ (δm)4

πF 2
. (4)

For SUSY breaking scale
√
F = 100TeV, mX̃ =100 GeV and mX = 90 GeV, the decay

length is 8 cm. In addition to the F 2 suppression of any decay to gravitino, the small

mass splitting further suppresses the two-body decay while it enhances the branching ratio

of the three-body decay through an off-shell X, X̃ → G̃X∗(→ jj), which has differential

width [13]:

dΓ

dq2
∝

q2n
�
q2 −m2

X̃

�4

(q2 −m2
X)

2 +m2
XΓ

2
X

, (5)

where n = 1 for a decay through a Yukawa coupling Xψ̄ψ, whereas n = 2 for X decay-

ing through an operator XGa
µνG

aµν . In this case, the missing energy could be increased.

However, as we show in Figure 2, as long as ΓX is small, the two-body decay will always

dominate.

6

− 1

F
ψ̄Lγ

µγν∂νφ∂µG̃ → 1

F

�
m2

ψ −m2
φ

�
ψ̄LφG̃

cτ = 6 cm

� √
F

100 TeV

�4 �
10 GeV

δm

�4 100 GeV

mX̃



DECAYS TO GRAVITINO

Condition for 2-body dominant: ΓX � 192π
(δm)4

m3
X̃

0 20 40 60 80 10010�12

10�10

10�8

10�6

10�4

0.01

mS� �GeV�

d
�
�dm S

�

3�Body Decay

�S � 1 GeV

�S � 1 MeV

mS

Figure 2: Three-body decays S̃ → G̃S∗(→ jj) can become important if δm is small and ΓS

is not too small. The solid line is for S decaying through a Yukawa coupling, whereas the

dashed line is for S decaying to gauge bosons.

100 GeV singlino with the singlet at various masses. This simulation used Pythia
6.4 [16], BRIDGE [17], and PGS as a simple detector model [18]. A splitting of 10 GeV
reduces the �ET by an order of magnitude, while a 1 GeV splitting saturates the �ET

reduction, as jet mismeasurement becomes the dominant effect. For longer lifetimes,
an additional source of �ET arises when the momentum and the vector from the origin
to the calorimeter are no longer aligned. We modeled this effect and found that it adds
to the tail of �ET distributions, but is a very small effect for 10 cm lifetimes and only
moderately important at 50 cm lifetimes. We have modeled several ATLAS and CMS
searches [2], and present the strongest estimated limits on g̃g̃ production with g̃ → gs̃,
s → gg in Fig. 3.

4. Detecting Stealth SUSY

While standard missing ET searches overlook stealth SUSY, a variety of experimental
handles exist. The small width (Eq. 2.6) gives rise to displacements of millimeters,
centimeters, or more in stealth SUSY events. High multiplicity final states can also be
an interesting general search strategy [19]. Other signatures are more model-dependent.
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MISSING ET: SQUASHED
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Figure 3: At left: Missing transverse energy (MET) in a SUSY scenario with gluino decaying

to bino (g̃ → qq̄χ̃0
1) compared to a decay chain g̃ → g(s̃ → G̃(s → gg)) as in Fig. 1. The

curves are labeled by mass splitting. At right: estimated exclusion contours using refs. [2].

The region above the curves is excluded. The curves are labeled by singlino mass and begin

where mg̃ > ms̃.

In the SHuHd model, s dominantly decays to bb̄, so that most events will include at least

four b’s. Because the singlino mixes with higgsinos, other decays like B̃ → s̃h(→ bb̄)

can occur to produce more b’s. In fact, a chain g̃ → b̃ → B̃ → s̃ can produce as many

as 12 b’s in a single event! The displaced vertex and b-jet signatures of stealth SUSY

resemble aspects of Hidden Valley phenomenology [20]. In the SY Ȳ model, the colored

Y fields may decay only through GUT-suppressed operators, opening the possibility

of long-lived, R-hadron-like phenomenology [21]. The uncolored fields in Y could be a

candidate for dark matter, if direct detection through a Z is forbidden by an inelastic

splitting [22].

False Resonances. Because the gravitino is soft, invariant masses made of visible

particles may reconstruct peaks for R-odd particles. For instance, the decay chain

q̃ → q(B̃ → γ(s̃ → G̃(s → gg))) (4.1)

will have M(γgg) ≈ mB̃ and M(γggq) ≈ mq̃. We advocate searching for resonances

composed of a gauge boson (γ, Z,W±
) and a pair of jets, to reconstruct bino and wino

(co-)LVSPs. (A γjj resonance has been discussed in pure-glue Hidden Valleys [23].)

A gluino decay chain, g̃ → gs̃ → gggG̃, can lead to a 3-jet resonance, which strongly

resembles the g̃ → 3q decay in R-parity violating SUSY with UDD couplings. An

– 8 –
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and soft gravitino)



COLLIDER BOUNDS
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HADRONIC 
RESONANCES

How to find new physics in final states with multiple 
jets? Large backgrounds, combinatoric problems.

One approach studied for RPV gluinos is to use 
substructure (Butterworth, Ellis, Raklev, & Salam; 
Raklev, Salam, & Wacker)

A simple cut-based approach has been tried...



RUTGERS RPV SEARCH

Nice idea originally in Rouven Essig’s thesis.

CDF, CMS rule out most gluino → 3j signals below 
380 GeV.

4

tector consisting of tracking and calorimeter systems [8].
The data were collected using an online event selection
that requires at least four calorimeter jets [9] with uncor-
rected transverse energy ET > 15 GeV. A jet is formed
by a cluster of calorimeter towers and reconstructed with
a cone algorithm using a fixed cone of !R = 0.4 [10],
with !R =

!
!!2 +!"2 [1]. In the online selection an

additional request is made for the sum of the transverse
energy of all clusters to be larger than 175 GeV. At the
analysis level, jet energies are corrected to account for ef-
fects such as non-linearities in the detector response and
multiple pp̄ collisions in an event [11].
Events are selected with at least six jets with transverse

momentum (pT ) greater than 15 GeV/c and |!| < 2.5.
The scalar sum of the most energetic six jets’ pT ,

"
pT ,

is required to be greater than 250 GeV/c and events with
!ET > 50 GeV are removed. Multiple interactions, result-
ing in the reconstruction of more than one primary vertex
in the same event, contribute to the multijet background.
We require at least one primary vertex and discard events
with more than four primary vertices. To further reduce
this background, we require jets in an event to originate
from near the same point on the beamline. We asso-
ciate tracks with each jet where possible [12] by requir-
ing !R between the track and the jet to be less than
0.4. The mean z-coordinate of all tracks associated with
each jet (z̄j for the jth jet), and the associated stan-
dard deviation (#(zj)) are determined. Events with jets
that have |z̄j | > 60 cm are discarded. We then evaluate
the standard deviation of the z̄j of all jets in the event
(#(zall)) and select events that have at least four jets
with #(zj) < 4 cm, and #(zall) < 0.5 cm, consistent with
the resolution of tracks associated with jets. Once the se-
lection is applied, pileup e"ects are significantly reduced.
Since we select events with at least six jets, we consider
an ensemble of 20 (or more) possible jet triplets. We dis-
card those triplets that have more than one jet with no z
information. In addition, all jets in the triplet must have
#(zj) < 2.5 cm, and originate from within 10 cm of the
primary vertex of the event.
The biggest challenge of this analysis is to reduce the

large multijet QCD background. To extract signal from
this background, we apply the following technique: for
every accepted triplet we calculate the invariant mass,
Mjjj , and scalar sum pT ,

"
jjj pT . Triplets made of un-

correlated jets tend to have Mjjjc "
"

jjj pT , while sig-
nal triplets should have Mjjj as close to the mass of the
decaying particle as allowed by jet energy resolution. We
then select triplets with

"
jjj pT #Mjjjc > !, ! being a

diagonal o"set as illustrated in Fig. 1. The diagonal o"set
values are optimized for the best signal over background
ratio separately for each hadronic resonance mass in this
search. The optimized diagonal o"set selection greatly
reduces the QCD background and the contribution from
incorrect combinations of jets. We note that for a small
fraction of events it is possible for multiple triplets to
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FIG. 1. Distribution of Mjjj versus
"

jjj
pT for a pair-

produced RPV gluino with invariant mass 190 GeV/c2 gen-
erated with pythia MC. Triplets to the right of a diagonal
o!set (

"
jjj

pT ! Mjjjc = "), indicated by the dashed line,
are are kept. The inset shows the Mjjj distribution for the
RPV signal MC and with no QCD background after a diago-
nal o!set of 195 GeV/c along with a Gaussian plus a Landau
fit; the Landau shows the combinatorial contribution within
the signal jet ensemble. The QCD background distribution re-
sembles that of the combinatorial contribution, because they
are both due to e!ectively uncorrelated triplets.

pass all selection criteria.

The QCD background is estimated from a 5-jet data
sample, which is statistically independent of the signal
sample of $ 6 jets (for brevity referred to as 6-jet). The
5-jet Mjjj distribution is rescaled by the ratio of the 6-
jet to 5-jet population in each

"
jjj pT bin. A Landau

function is chosen [4] to fit the scaled 5-jet Mjjj distribu-
tion. The Landau parameters extracted from the scaled
5-jet Mjjj distribution vary by less than 2 GeV/c2 from
similar fits to the 6-jet sample, indicating that the scaled
5-jet sample describes the background in the 6-jet sam-
ple well. The contribution to the background from tt̄ pair
production is estimated using the pythia Monte Carlo
(MC) generator [13] followed by the CDF detector simu-
lation [14]. These events were generated assuming a top
quark mass of 172.5 GeV/c2 and production cross section
of 7.5 pb. To ensure a proper fit to the QCD background,
the fit is blinded to the mass region corresponding to the
top quark, 153 GeV/c2< Mjjj <189 GeV/c2. Addition-
ally, we find that truncating the Landau fit for lower val-
ues of ! gives an improved description of the QCD back-
ground. The Landau parameters extracted from the fits
vary smoothly as functions of the diagonal o"set value.
We now have a firm prediction for the QCD background
and fix the parameters when we fit for signal.

The signal is modeled using the pythia MC generator.
The process pp̄ % XX

!

where X,X ! = #g, #q, or #̄q is
simulated at several gluino mass values, ranging from
74 GeV/c2 to 245 GeV/c2 with hadronic uds RPV SUSY

cut:  
Σ pT > Mjjj + Δ

boosted resonance figure from 1105.2815



CDF AND CMS 3J 
RESONANCE LIMITS
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Figure 3: Expected and observed cross section limits at 95% C.L for gluino-pair production

through RPV decays. Also shown are the ±1σ and ±2σ bands on the expected limit, as well as

the theoretical cross section for gluino production.

Mjjj Expected (pb) Observed (pb) Mjjj Expected (pb) Observed (pb)

200 387 383 360 40 82

210 287 273 370 36 83

220 219 214 380 33 80

230 178 200 390 29 73

240 146 184 400 26 62

250 120 132 410 24 48

260 106 88 420 23 34

270 96 72 430 21 24

280 84 73 440 19 17

290 76 79 450 17 13

300 67 86 460 16 12

310 62 89 470 15 12

320 56 87 480 14 13

330 51 82 490 13 14

340 48 80 500 12 14

350 45 82

Table 1: Expected and observed 95% C.L. limits for gluino masses ranging from 200 to 500

GeV/c2.

CMS:
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FIG. 3. The observed (points) and expected (solid black line)
95% confidence level limits on the production cross section
!(pp̄ ! XX

!

) " BR(!g!g ! 3 jet + 3 jet) where X,X ! = !g, !q,
or !̄q, including systematic uncertainties. The shaded bands
represent the total uncertainty on the limit. Also shown is
the model cross section from pythia corrected by an NLO
k-factor (dash-dot line for 0.5 TeV/c2 < m!q < 0.7 TeV/c2,

dashed line for m!q = m!g + 10 GeV/c2).

TeV/c2 < m!q < 0.7 TeV/c2) we exclude gluinos below

a mass of 144 GeV/c2 (dashed line). In the case of a
squark mass which is nearly degenerate with the gluino
mass (m!q = m!g + 10 GeV/c2) we exclude gluinos below

155 GeV/c2 (dash-dot line).

We have performed a first search for three-jet hadronic
resonances in a six or more jet final state using a data
sample with an integrated luminosity of 3.2 fb!1 collected
by the CDF II detector. A novel technique is introduced
that exploits kinematic features within an ensemble of
jet combinations that allows us to extract signal from
the QCD background. We observe no significant excess
in the data in an invariant mass range from 77 GeV/c2

to 240 GeV/c2 and place 95% confidence level limits on
the production cross section !(pp̄ ! XX

!

) " BR(!g!g!
3 jet + 3 jet) where X,X " = !g, !q, or !̄q, with !q, !̄q ! !g +
jet, versus gluino mass. The results are presented as lim-
its on RPV gluinos decaying to three jets, but are more
widely applicable to any new particle with a three-jet de-
cay mode. Two di!erent squark mass scenarios have been
considered: decoupled squarks and squarks nearly degen-
erate in mass with the gluino. We can exclude gluinos
below 144 GeV/c2 and 155 GeV/c2 respectively.
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NEW SIGNATURES

Let’s consider the case with a bino NLSP, e.g. 
produced through squark decays:
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Figure 3: At left: Missing transverse energy (MET) in a SUSY scenario with gluino decaying

to bino (g̃ → qq̄χ̃0
1) compared to a decay chain g̃ → g(s̃ → G̃(s → gg)) as in Fig. 1. The

curves are labeled by mass splitting. At right: estimated exclusion contours using refs. [2].

The region above the curves is excluded. The curves are labeled by singlino mass and begin

where mg̃ > ms̃.

In the SHuHd model, s dominantly decays to bb̄, so that most events will include at least

four b’s. Because the singlino mixes with higgsinos, other decays like B̃ → s̃h(→ bb̄)

can occur to produce more b’s. In fact, a chain g̃ → b̃ → B̃ → s̃ can produce as many

as 12 b’s in a single event! The displaced vertex and b-jet signatures of stealth SUSY

resemble aspects of Hidden Valley phenomenology [20]. In the SY Ȳ model, the colored

Y fields may decay only through GUT-suppressed operators, opening the possibility

of long-lived, R-hadron-like phenomenology [21]. The uncolored fields in Y could be a

candidate for dark matter, if direct detection through a Z is forbidden by an inelastic

splitting [22].

False Resonances. Because the gravitino is soft, invariant masses made of visible

particles may reconstruct peaks for R-odd particles. For instance, the decay chain

q̃ → q(B̃ → γ(s̃ → G̃(s → gg))) (4.1)

will have M(γgg) ≈ mB̃ and M(γggq) ≈ mq̃. We advocate searching for resonances

composed of a gauge boson (γ, Z,W±
) and a pair of jets, to reconstruct bino and wino

(co-)LVSPs. (A γjj resonance has been discussed in pure-glue Hidden Valleys [23].)

A gluino decay chain, g̃ → gs̃ → gggG̃, can lead to a 3-jet resonance, which strongly

resembles the g̃ → 3q decay in R-parity violating SUSY with UDD couplings. An
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PHOTON+JETS CUTS
ET (γ) > 120 GeV, |η(γ)| < 1.44

≥ 2 jets with ET (j) > 45 GeV,
�

jets

ET (j) > 200 GeV

reduces background 
below signal: compare to 
CMS, 1103.4279�

γ,j,j

pT > M(γjj) + 75 GeV

beats combinatorics

Two photons:

4 4 Signal and Background Estimation

ing one-dimensional probability density histograms (“templates”) in σηη . The signal template
is constructed from MC simulation, and the background template is constructed by using in-
verted isolation criteria. The measured misidentification rate falls from 28% at ET = 30 GeV to
2% at ET = 120 GeV. We use two other complementary techniques (using converted photons
and an isolation template to estimate prompt-photon contamination) to bound the misiden-
tification rate and apply a conservative 20% systematic uncertainty, which is the dominant
uncertainty on the background estimation.

The diphoton background is computed with the SHERPA MC program and then rescaled by an
NLO K factor of 1.3 [21, 22]. This K factor is alternatively derived with DIPHOX [23], wherein
we observe that the K factor decreases slowly as a function of diphoton invariant mass and
stabilizes in the range of interest. We therefore use a K factor of 1.3 ± 0.3 for the diphoton
background to cover its variation as a function of Mγγ throughout the control, intermediate,
and signal regions (Mγγ > 60 GeV). We observe (expect) 440 (374 ± 51) events with Mγγ >
60 GeV and zero (0.30 ± 0.07) with Mγγ > 500 GeV.
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Figure 1: Distributions in η and ET for the leading and sub-leading photons. Points with error
bars represent observed data; the solid histogram corresponds to the expected background
from control regions. Shading corresponds to the systematic uncertainty on the background
expectation.



MASS SPECTRUM
approach to overcoming combinatorics to find jjj resonances based on cuts in the

(M(jjj),
�

j pT ) plane has been pursued by CDF and CMS [24]. Our simulations show

that these techniques have similar reach for our gluino LVSP case.
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Figure 4: Red, solid: M(γjj) for all triplets passing a cut on mass relative to
�

pT . Note

the peak at the bino mass of 300 GeV and the falling feature near the squark mass of 500

GeV. Green, dashed: M(γjj) for jet pairs tagged as an s decay via vertexing, together with

each photon (no cut on
�

pT is applied).

We have studied squark pair production, with decays as in Eq. 4.1, in more de-

tail. We fix a benchmark point: mq̃ = 500 GeV for ũR and c̃R with other squarks

decoupled, mB̃ = 300 GeV, ms̃ = 100 GeV, and ms = 90 GeV. We generate events

with Pythia and a modified decay table, and reconstruct jets using FastJet’s anti-kt
algorithm (R = 0.5) [25]. Studies of γγ + jets backgrounds (using MadGraph 4 [26]

with MLM matching [27], Pythia, and comparisons to a recent CMS study [28] that

measured γγ distributions) show that requiring two photons with ET > 120 GeV and

|η| < 1.44, along with at least two jets with ET > 45 GeV and
�

jets ET > 200 GeV,

reduces the background below the signal. The challenge is then combinatorics. We

apply the technique of Refs. [24]: we find that forming all γjj triplets and requiring

M(γjj) <
�

γ,j,j pT − 75 GeV brings out features from the combinatoric background.

The distribution is shown in Fig. 4; its broad outline would become apparent with

around 1 fb−1 of data, while several fb−1 would be needed to make the structure clear.

The expected feature is present at the bino mass, M(γjj) ≈ 300 GeV, but there is
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After these cuts, see interesting structure in the mass
spectrum:

Bino 
mass 
peak

Squark mass 
edge: S is one 
“fat jet” with
substructure...

If the displaced vertex of the S→gg decay can be tagged,
isolate the bino peak.



Further Examples



THE HIGGS PORTAL

Another model:

This time, have tree-level mixing. Need small λ.

Similar signals, but S decays to b-jets.

SHuHd

m = 80 GeV ma = 90 GeV ms = 103 GeV

µ = 300 GeV mh = 125 GeV

λ = −0.02 κ = 0.5 σsZ = 0.22 σhZ

tan β = 10 mA = 700 GeV Γa = 6× 10
−8

GeV

M1 = 200 GeV ms̃ = 100 GeV

M2 = 300 GeV N
s̃(H̃u,H̃d)

= (−0.014, 0.0059)

M = −2 TeV N
s̃(B̃,W̃ 0) = (0.0063,−0.0058)

Table 1: A benchmark point for the SHuHd model. To lift the Higgs mass above the

experimental limit (even if stops are light), we add (HuHd)
2
/M to the superpotential [10].

Note that e
+
e
− → Zs(→ b̄b) could be consistent with the 2σ excess at ≈ 100 GeV observed

by LEP [11].

breaking only through interactions with the MSSM higgs:

W =
m

2
S
2
+

κ

3
S
3
+ λSHuHd + µHuHd. (2.1)

In the limit of small λ, the model has vacua near �S� = 0 and �S� = −m/κ, ei-

ther of which can be lower depending on the parameters. Given small λ and κ, the
mass splitting in S is ∼ λκµv2/m2

. The lightest field in the S multiplet can be the

scalar s or pseudoscalar a, depending on regions of parameter space considered. The

(pseudo)scalar decays dominantly to bb̄ through mixing with the higgs. A benchmark

point is shown in Table 1.

SYȲ: This scenario involves two more chiral supermultiplets Y and Ȳ in the 5
and 5̄ of SU(5)GUT . We consider a superpotential:

W =
m

2
S
2
+ λSY Ȳ +mY Y Ȳ . (2.2)

Here mY and m are supersymmetric masses, with mY ∼ TeV and m ∼ 100 GeV. Soft

masses m̃
2
D
, m̃

2
L
for the 3 and 2 in Y (and equal ones for Ȳ ) are generated by gauge

mediation and through RG running lead to a negative soft mass-squared for the scalar

s

m
2
s
∼ − |λ|2

(4π)2
�
6m̃

2
D
+ 4m̃

2
L

�
log

M
2
mess

m
2
Y

. (2.3)

For m̃D, m̃L ∼ O(1 TeV), this leads to splittings of order 10 GeV or less with reasonable

choices of couplings and scales.
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scalar s or pseudoscalar a, depending on regions of parameter space considered. The

(pseudo)scalar decays dominantly to bb̄ through mixing with the higgs. A benchmark

point is shown in Table 1.

SYȲ: This scenario involves two more chiral supermultiplets Y and Ȳ in the 5
and 5̄ of SU(5)GUT . We consider a superpotential:

W =
m

2
S
2
+ λSY Ȳ +mY Y Ȳ . (2.2)

Here mY and m are supersymmetric masses, with mY ∼ TeV and m ∼ 100 GeV. Soft
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2
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, m̃
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for the 3 and 2 in Y (and equal ones for Ȳ ) are generated by gauge

mediation and through RG running lead to a negative soft mass-squared for the scalar

s
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For m̃D, m̃L ∼ O(1 TeV), this leads to splittings of order 10 GeV or less with reasonable

choices of couplings and scales.
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THE BARYON PORTAL

Let’s consider the Sudd model as another example.

Sometimes called the “neutron portal,” but recall the 
down-type flavors are antisymmetrized; more of a  
Λ-baryon  portal.

For prompt decays we need the scale suppressing the 
operator not to be too high. Complete as:

have corresponding multi-scalar soft terms (d − 3)m3/2Λ
3−dφ1 · · ·φd. (to do: replace or at

least supplement all this with something in conformal compensator language, which should be

much more obvious) Most of these terms can be harmless if Λ is large enough, but the B-terms

are very dangerous for stealth supersymmetry. For example, if we have a mass mS2
, where

S is a stealth field intended to have a supersymmetric mass of 100 GeV and a fermion/scalar

splitting of 10 GeV, we have:

δm = m−
�

m2 −B ≈ B

2m
(2.2)

Then if we have B = m3/2m, we require m3/2
<∼ 2δm <∼ 20 GeV. This tells us that in any

scenario in which the gravitino is heavy compared to the stealth SUSY splitting, we must

ensure that all of the supersymmetric masses for stealth sector fields do not arise from dimen-

sionful parameters in the superpotential. They could, for example, arise from dynamically

determined VEVs, FI terms, or confinement (right?).

Now that we’ve given a coarse-grained overview of the requirements and challenges in-

volved in building general stealth SUSY models, let us take a closer look at some particular

beasts from the zoo of possible models.

3. Stealth Through The Baryon Portal

3.1 The Portal: Decays to and from the Stealth Sector

In this section we will consider the case that a field in the stealth sector carries baryon number,

and couples to a baryonic operator in the superpotential:

W ⊃
λijk

M
uidjdkS (3.1)

Such a coupling has sometimes been referred to as the “neutron portal,” but the udd coupling

is antisymmetric in down quark flavors, and might be better described as the “Λ portal.” In

this paper, we will simply refer to it as the baryon portal. Note that S has charge 1 under

U(1)B. As we will see shortly, to have stealth phenomenology the scale M is not extremely

high, so we will also be interested in UV completions of this operator. We will consider either

the U -model:

WU ⊃ ajkUdjdk +MUŪ + aiŪuiS +mSS̄ (3.2)

or the D-model:

WD ⊃ bjkDujdk +MDD̄ + biD̄diS +mSS̄. (3.3)

Here U and D have the gauge quantum numbers of u and d, respectively, but baryon number

2/3, and Ū and D̄ complete them into vectorlike fields. The a’s and b’s are flavor-dependent

coupling constants. Notice that the superfield S contains an R-odd scalar and R-even fermion.

In every case, operators containing three quark superfields implicitly have color contracted

with an ε-tensor. We have also added a field S̄, with baryon number −1, in order to give
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or



DECAYING INTO THE 
STEALTH SECTOR

If the LVSP is a squark, the operator Sudd mediates a 
decay to the (R-odd) scalar S and two jets.

If the LVSP is a bino, need a more complicated decay:

S a supersymmetric mass. In certain models, we will want to replace m with a dynamical

value �X� for some field X; we will return to this point below. or refer back to previous

discussion in simpler models

Our first concern is the condition on λ and M necessary for decays to happen within the

detector. If the LVSP is a squark, it could decay to the S scalar plus two jets: for example,

one might have t̃R → bsS∗. Other LVSPs will decay through off-shell squarks to three-jet

plus scalar S final states, e.g. B̃, g̃ → uidjdkS∗. We then assume that the scalar S decays

to its fermionic partner and a light soft fermion (which will be discussed in more detail in

the following subsections). The fermionic ψS then decays back through the portal to three

jets through a squark-gluino loop. In order to have viable stealth phenomenology, we require

that both the LVSP decay into S and the ψS decay back to the SM are prompt enough to

not create �ET signals at colliders.

To be pessimistic about the lifetimes involved,

B̃ ũ∗i

ui dj
dk

S (1.2)

2. Challenges for Stealth Model Building

2.1 Portals and Decays

Before presenting concrete models, we will survey requirements that are necessary for any

successful model of stealth supersymmetry [1]. The key requirement is a set of particles that

are nearly degenerate with their superpartners (with supersymmetric masses much larger

than SUSY-breaking splittings). We will refer to the complete set of such fields that feel only

small SUSY-breaking as the “stealth sector.” It may be as simple as a single chiral superfield,

as in examples discussed in Ref. [1], or it could be a rich sector with one or more gauge groups

and many matter fields. In any case, there must be a portal through which the lightest (R-

odd) MSSM superpartner (lighest visible superpartner or LVSP) can decay to a particle in

the stealth sector. After this, a decay chain within the stealth sector can occur, but it must

end with a massive R-odd stealth particle decaying to a nearly degenerate R-even state plus

a light R-odd state. In the simplest realization, this final R-odd state is the gravitino, but

we will be interested in more general models. Finally, R-even stealth states produced in the

decay chain must in turn be able to decay back to Standard Model fields. The outcome should

be that missing energy is carried away only by the light R-odd particle terminating the decay

chain, which has momentum suppressed by the small phase space available in the decay that

produced it. (General decay chains in a complex enough stealth sector could involve multiple

such lightest R-odd particles escaping the chain; as long as the splittings are sufficiently small

and the typical multiplicity is low, supersymmetry can still be hidden at colliders.)

Let us refer to the massive stealth superfield as S, and the light one terminating the

decay chain as N , with the corresponding fermions denoted S̃, Ñ . In order to suppress

missing energy, we need the decay S̃ → SÑ to dominate over any possible decay S̃ → NÑ ,

which is a decay of a heavy field to two light states and hence typically produces large �ET. In

the simplest scenario, Ñ is the gravitino G̃, and the decay S̃ → SG̃ is always present because

the gravitino couples to supercurrents. (Do we need words about why we don’t get

singlino to gravitino + graviton? gravity is very weakly coupled, of course...) In

more general models, the decay S → NÑ can be very difficult to suppress. The simplest way

is to charge S under a symmetry. Because we want the scalar S to be able to decay back to

visible Standard Model states, so that it doesn’t carry away missing energy at colliders, we

have two options:

• Option 1: The symmetry under which S is charged is broken by small couplings to

MSSM fields. The portal between the MSSM and stealth sectors can be, for example,
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Figure 1: One diagram contributing to the
decay of a bino LVSP through the baryon por-
tal.

let us assume that the LVSP is a bino. Then it

has a 4-body decay B̃ → uidjdkS, mediated by a

dimension-7 operator:

Leff ∼ λijkg
� 1

Mm2
q̃

B̃uidjdkS + h.c. (3.4)

One of the diagrams contributing to this decay is

illustrated in Figure 1. From this we estimate

Γ ∼ g�2λ2

M2m4
q̃(4π)

5
m7

B̃
. (3.5)

However, this is very approximate: aside from order-one factors there are functions of mq̃/mB̃

and mS/mB̃ that are important. Thus, we have numerically calculated the lifetime, which is

plotted in Figure. 2. (For this calculation we implemented the interactions, with appropriate

Lorentz and color structures, in Python in UFO format and used MadGraph5 / MadEvent to

compute the widths [35].) If the bino is relatively light, say below 300 GeV, and squarks are

above 1 TeV, the decay is moderate displaced, of order centimeters, for λ = 1 and M = 100

TeV. It can be made much more prompt by considering much heavier binos, but in that limit

the production of superpartners is likely out of reach of the LHC. Thus, we will consider

M/λ <∼ 100 TeV as an upper bound on the scale suppressing the interaction, in the case of a

bino LVSP.

Less pessimistically, one can consider a squark LVSP decaying directly to the S and two

quarks. The squark decay width (for one flavor choice) is:

Γ(ũi → djdkS) =
λ2
ijkm

3
ũi

768π3M2
f

�
m2

S

m2
ũi

�
, (3.6)

f(x) ≡ 1 + 6
�
x2 + x

�
log x+ 9x− 9x2 − x3. (3.7)
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Figure 2: Contours of constant lifetime (in mm) of a bino LVSP decaying through the baryon portal.
The assumptions are that λuds = 1 with other couplings turned off, the singlet scalar mass is 100 GeV,
and M = 100 TeV. The squark masses are degenerate, mũ = md̃ = ms̃, and given on the vertical axis.

The phase space factor is important. In particular, if mS = mũ/2, we have f(1/4) ≈ 0.073, so

the decay rate quickly becomes very suppressed relative to the case of massless S. Numerically,

keeping mS = mũ/2, we have:

cτ(ũi → djdkS) = 6.4× 10−7 µm

�
1 TeV

mũ

�3� M

100 TeV

�2 1

λ2
. (3.8)

Thus, a squark LVSP decay is prompt.

The decay out of the stealth sector is a ψS decay through a squark-gluino loop. It is

computed in Appendix A. We find for the decay width:

Γ =
3α2

sλ
2m5

ψs

8(4π)5M2m2
g̃

L2, (3.9)

with λ the dominant λijk and

L =

� 1

0
dx

� 1−x

0
dy

1

x+ (1− x)m2
q̃/m

2
g̃

(3.10)

assuming squarks are degenerate in masses. The decay length is thus, assuming squarks and

gluinos have equal masses,

cτ ∼ 0.01 cm

�
100 GeV

mψs

�5� M

10 TeV

�2 � mg̃

1TeV

�2 1

λ2
. (3.11)
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Lifetimes at M = 100 TeV, singlet 
at 100 GeV, λuds = 1.



DECAYING OUT OF THE 
STEALTH SECTOR

Similarly, the Sudd operator allows a decay of the 
fermionic (R-even) S to three jets, through a loop:

Lifetime estimate:

B̃ ũ∗i

ui dj
dk

S (1.2)

×

×

×

uRdR γ

uRdR

S

S

N
g̃

dL

dL

b̃R

d̃L

b̃R

d̃L

×

×

uRdR γ

uRdR

S

S

NdL dL

W̃

W

b̃R
b̃L

b̃R

b̃L

(1.3)

S̃

u

d̃

s̃

g̃

d

s

(1.4)

2. Challenges for Stealth Model Building

2.1 Portals and Decays

Before presenting concrete models, we will survey requirements that are necessary for any

successful model of stealth supersymmetry [1]. The key requirement is a set of particles that

are nearly degenerate with their superpartners (with supersymmetric masses much larger
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SUSY BREAKING

For the Sudd model we want the S scalar heavier than 
its fermionic partner for stealth phenomenology.

A “General Gauge Mediation” analysis shows that 
this can be accommodated in the model UV-
completed by            provided there is an effective 
hypercharge FI term. 

What about high-scale breaking?

D, D̄



GRAVITY MEDIATION

For high-scale breaking, one approach to stealth is to 
replace the gravitino in our decays by the fermionic 
partner of a Goldstone boson.

We won’t UV-complete this, but just assume an 
effective theory with Kähler potential:

f is well above the scale of soft masses. Generically, 
Goldstone fermions get mass ~ m3/2, so we need 
sequestering

K ⊃ f2
�
A+A†�2 + c

�
A+A†�S†S



THE B-TERM PROBLEM

Consider high scale breaking, with m3/2 > 1 TeV and 
some form of gravity mediation in the visible sector.

Then the stealth sector has a problem directly 
analogous to the μ/Bμ problem of AMSB.

∫d2θ φmSSS’ → m3/2mSS’ soft mass, i.e. B ≈ m m3/2
(or, from (DiW)(WDiK) and -3|W|2 terms in SUGRA potential)

For a small splitting we need B << m2.

Sequestering is not enough (as in AMSB).



GENERATING STEALTH 
MASSES

For the stealth mechanism to work, we need 
supersymmetric masses of order 100 GeV. For low 
scale, can retrofit.

High-scale: replace mSSS’ with XSS’, where 〈X〉 ≠ 0, to 
avoid B-term. Can dynamically generate 〈X〉 with a 
gauge theory, even as an R-breaking VEV not 
associated with SUSY breaking (Dine & Kehayias)

Roughly: XijQiQ’j + Tr X3, then ADS superpotential



ANOMALY MEDIATION

Simplest: sequester the MSSM and the stealth sector

Anomaly mediation generates SUSY breaking in all 
sectors ⇒ SUSY-breaking proportional to the couplings

The stealth mechanism is protected just by being 
slightly more weakly coupled



EXAMPLE

Rather than an axino, consider a new light field N 
carrying baryon number in the Sudd model with 

(mS = 〈X〉, but assume that’s a SUSY threshold)

           are a non-SUSY threshold: evaluate AMSB 
formulas above that scale. AMSB result is           and 
depends on Yukawas and strong interaction.

U, Ū

W ⊃ aŪuS +mSSS̄ + yS2N

U, Ū
∝ γ̇S



EXAMPLE
The AMSB calculation gives the result:

For m3/2 = 100 TeV, supersymmetric mass of S at       
mS = 100 GeV, y = 0.24 and a = 0.03, the S scalar is      
12 GeV heavier than the S fermion.

Consistent stealth phenomenology just requires 
slightly small couplings and/or mild cancellations.

Sudd model also has some RPV-like flavor bounds, 
but can easily be safe (MU or D ≈ 10 TeV).

m̃2
S =

1

2

��m3/2

��2 d

dt
γS =

��m3/2

��2

(16π2)2

�
6 |y|4 + 15 |a|4 − 16

�
g23 +

g�2

3

�
|a|2 + 12 |y|2 |a|2

�



Final Remarks



DIAGNOSING STEALTH

If we see resonant final states, can we know it’s 
stealth?

Nearly degenerate bosons and fermions should be a 
smoking gun for supersymmetry.

Stealth may be a form of “hidden” SUSY, but if we 
find it, SUSY reveals its structure.



SPIN PARADOX

One example of how stealth might be found:

Fermion (3b) “resonance” with cross section of scalar.

Prototype for more interesting collider 
phenomenology.

B̃

Y
×
Ȳ S̃

(1.6)

b̃

b

S̃

G̃

S

b̄

b

(1.7)

2. Challenges for Stealth Model Building

2.1 Portals and Decays

Before presenting concrete models, we will survey requirements that are necessary for any

successful model of stealth supersymmetry [1]. The key requirement is a set of particles that

are nearly degenerate with their superpartners (with supersymmetric masses much larger

than SUSY-breaking splittings). We will refer to the complete set of such fields that feel only

small SUSY-breaking as the “stealth sector.” It may be as simple as a single chiral superfield,

as in examples discussed in Ref. [1], or it could be a rich sector with one or more gauge groups

and many matter fields. In any case, there must be a portal through which the lightest (R-

odd) MSSM superpartner (lighest visible superpartner or LVSP) can decay to a particle in

the stealth sector. After this, a decay chain within the stealth sector can occur, but it must

end with a massive R-odd stealth particle decaying to a nearly degenerate R-even state plus

a light R-odd state. In the simplest realization, this final R-odd state is the gravitino, but

we will be interested in more general models. Finally, R-even stealth states produced in the

decay chain must in turn be able to decay back to Standard Model fields. The outcome should

be that missing energy is carried away only by the light R-odd particle terminating the decay

chain, which has momentum suppressed by the small phase space available in the decay that

produced it. (General decay chains in a complex enough stealth sector could involve multiple

such lightest R-odd particles escaping the chain; as long as the splittings are sufficiently small

and the typical multiplicity is low, supersymmetry can still be hidden at colliders.)

Let us refer to the massive stealth superfield as S, and the light one terminating the

decay chain as N , with the corresponding fermions denoted S̃, Ñ . In order to suppress

missing energy, we need the decay S̃ → SÑ to dominate over any possible decay S̃ → NÑ ,

which is a decay of a heavy field to two light states and hence typically produces large �ET. In
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SHuHd model, 
sbottom LVSP:
count b-tags to 
confirm



CONCLUSIONS

Stealth supersymmetry provides natural models with 
R-parity that do not have missing energy signals.

The simplest realization has decays to gravitino and 
displaced vertex signatures. 

High-scale breaking is slightly trickier to build 
models for (B-term problem), but also possible.

Many models, with many different possible 
signatures. Message: Look for resonant new physics. 
It could be SUSY!


